
Ancient stories and Legends from Ojcow

At the very beginning, the route leads along the bottom of the Prądnik
Valley from the Ruins of Kazimierzowski Castle in Ojców through
picturesque rock formations, e.g. Maiden Rocks, Deotyma Needle, Cow
Cave, Krakowska Gate and the complex of the Crown Mountain Rocks
with the Glove hidden among them. Going further, through the Ciasne
Skałki Gorge, to the highest hill in the Ojców National Park - Góra
Chełmowa, at its very top we will discover the longest cave in the area
covered by the park - Łokietka Grotto. On this route, we will find out
what legends and legends are hidden in the local castle ruins, rocks and
caves, including Grota Łokietka.

Duration: about 4.5 hours

Cost: 54 PLN/participant with a group of 41 - 46 paying participants +
4 caregivers for free

In price:

guide care,
program implementation,
admission to the Łokietka Cave and the ruins of
Kazimierzowski Castle in Ojców

For an additional fee, we offer:

bonfire with sausages and tea (+ extras: mustard, bread,
ketchup) - PLN 27/person
a horse-drawn carriage ride with a bonfire and roasting
sausages and tea.

Price list for 2023

41-46 persons 54 PLN

 Additional information:  Included in the price:

School Trips around Ojcowski National Park
School trips with a tourist guide along the Ojcow National Park

Sightseeing time: about 4-7 hours depending on the route.

 For school trips, for organized and individual groups, it is possible
to plan your own trip, choose objects and set your own sightseeing
route !!!

 one guardian for 10 students - for free! (only for school groups)

 with fewer participants, the price to be determined

hiring a tourist guide of the Ojców National Park for the duration of
the trip (1 guide max. 50 participants - basic OPN Regulations),

 entry to tourist attractions according to the selected route
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 Warning
Organizator

Biuro Podróży
ECOTRAVEL

tel./fax. 0-12 681 36 92
rezerwacja@ecotravel.p
www.ecotravel.pl

prices do not include bus travel and parking fees

 there is a possibility of bus transport - to be agreed

 there is a possibility of organizing a bonfire with sausages and
horse-drawn carriage rides

 it is possible to order dinners for the group
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